Sörgården pre-school

Contact
Sörgårdens förskola, Bäckeforsgatan 20, 431 37
Mölndal.
031-778 33 65, 031-778 33 66, 031-778 33 67
Inger Thungren Pre-school director
031- 3152061, 0707-701402
inger.thungren@molndal.se

Sörgårdens preschool opened in 2011 in new fresh premises and are
situated in Krokslätt. At this moment we have got 60 children points
and there are nine teachers at the unit. We have left the traditional working methods with separated departments behind us, and instead we work
in individualized groups. The whole preschool creates thereby one
workteam who works close to each other. Based on this way of working
we create smaller teams in three domiciles. We want each child to be
met according to their circumstances, needs and interests. That is why
we, the teachers, work as an extra researcher along with the children.
During the day we are separated in smaller groups so that we more easily can stimulate the children curiosity and learning. Here at Sörgårdens
pre-school drama, creativity, music, english and IKT (Information and
communications technology) are elements that the children take part in
each day. That is why we, based on the Curriculum of the Pre-school
Lpfö98, will work with three foundations.

Aesthetic learning processes
In the field of aesthetic learning processes we have chosen to focus on language development, communication, fantasy, creativity and sustainable
development. We offer the children possibilities to both individual and
with others express them selves thru different aesthetic expressions such
as, creativity, drama, music and movement. The children have their own
art studio as well as smaller creativity spots throughout the pre-school. Our
priority is working with our environment and used materials.

IKT- Information and communications technology
Here at Sörgårdens pre-school we have great access to digital tools. For
example we have Smartboard, iPads, computers, digital cameras, iPods
and more. We are working to inspire children to be producers rather than
consumers.

This means that we allow the children to seek their one knowledge with
the help of digital tools together with a friend or a co researcher in form
of an teacher. This allows a lot of interaction and communication with
each other. It is the children's interests and motivation to learn and search
for knowledge that rules our work. The children gains a lot of knowledge
from these different digital tools in various learning situations. We focus
on language development, communication, aesthetic learning processes
and technology.

English
The children are exposed to the english language in different ways at
Sörgårdens pre-school. It is the children's interests that affect in which
direction our work will take. We see english as an ongoing process and
not as a separated subject. We use english in songs, creativity, drama,
IKT, games and so on. We focus on language development and internationalization.

Other
We are using blog, movie, photo and text to document what we do. Every child also have their own digital portfolio on Unikum. We constantly
work on our learning environment both inside and out on the yard to create as good learning possibilities as we can. You are welcome to contact
us if you have any queries or reflections. You are also more than welcome to come and visit our pre-school so that we can tell you more about
how we work here at Sörgårdens pre-school! We have special dates with
“open house” as you can find on molndal.se
Best regards pre-school director and teachers at
Sörgårdens pre-school.

